Abstract The paper analyses the impact of agricultural technologies on the four pillars of food security for maize farmers in Tanzania. Relying on both matching techniques and endogenous switching regression models, we used a nationally representative dataset collected over the period 2010/2011 to estimate the causal effects of using improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers on food availability, access, utilization, and stability. Our results show that the adoption of both technologies have positive and significant impacts on food availability while for access, utilization and stability we observe heterogeneity between improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers as well as across the food security pillars. The study supports the idea that the relationship between agricultural technologies and food security is a complex phenomenon, which cannot be limited to the use of welfare indexes as proxy for food security.
Introduction
Food insecurity is a multidimensional condition, affecting people with limited food availability, access, utilization, and stability. These four pillars must be simultaneously met to ensure that Ball people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life^ (FAO 1996, par. 1) . A variety of food security indicators are currently used but the lack of data or their unreliability usually constrain the simultaneous analysis of all four pillars at household level (Carletto et al. 2013) .
Among the most important causes of food insecurity, extended periods of poverty and lack of adequate productive or financial resources are the most severe, especially in rural areas of developing countries (Barrett 2010) . With regard to productive resources, agricultural technologies have a special role in developing countries because they boost the performances of the agricultural sector and hence enhance the overall growth (Kassie et al. 2011) . Agricultural technologies can also directly contribute to the alleviation of food insecurity. For example, improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers can improve crops' productivity allowing for higher production quantities both for self-consumption and for increased household income , while irrigation can reduce the risk of crop failure in the event of drought (Hagos et al. 2012) .
The current literature on the impacts of agricultural technologies on food security in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) is quite limited and it usually lacks the proper exploration of the multiple aspects which characterise food insecurity. Many authors try to derive conclusions on household food security indirectly by measuring the impact on household welfare through monetary (income and expenditure) or production measures (farm production and yields) (Karanja et al. 2003; Shiferaw et al. 2008; Asfaw et al. 2012a; Kathage et al. 2012; Mason and Smale 2013; Bezu et al. 2014; Khonje et al. 2015) . This literature shows that the effect of agricultural technologies on welfare is significantly positive, but one problem of monetary and production indicators is that, while adequately capturing the impact on food availability and -only partially -access, a number of assumptions are required for food utilization (Hidrobo et al. 2012) . Other authors derive indirect conclusions on household food insecurity through estimating the impact of agricultural technologies on household poverty, often using poverty indexes (e.g. the Foster-Greer-Thorbecke indexes) combined with measures of income or consumption expenditure. Results show that agricultural technologies significantly reduce poverty (Kassie et al. 2011; Amare et al. 2012; Asfaw et al. 2012b; Hagos et al. 2012; Mason and Smale 2013; Awotide et al. 2013 ), but poverty is an (indirect) indicator of household economic access to food (given the additional necessity of purchasing important nonfood items) with limited links to its availability, utilization and stability.
The number of studies claiming to estimate directly the effects of agricultural technologies on household food security in SSA is very low, and, in reality, the food security indicators used capture only single pillars (Rusike et al. 2010; Kassie et al. 2012; Shiferaw et al. 2014; Kabunga et al. 2014) . The food security indicators used in these studies are subjective, based on household surveys with self-assessment questions on own food security status, combined with monetary indicators. Despite the advantage of cost-effectiveness, subjective indicators are at risk of reporting a biased perception of a households' own status, and they do not provide information on food utilization, such as calorie intake, intra-household food preparation and distribution (Kabunga et al. 2014 ).
All the above mentioned studies share some common features: i) they mainly assess the effects of single technologies (usually only improved seeds), disregarding the impact of other important innovations; ii) they evaluate the impact of agricultural technologies at district or regional level (nationally representative surveys are used only by Mason and Smale (2013) and Bezu et al. (2014) ); iii) they limit the analysis to a single pillar of food security, mainly food access, disregarding that it is a multi-dimensional and complex phenomenon which cannot be understood through single (monetary) indicators.
The aim of our paper is to provide a comprehensive food security analysis of two maize technologies in Tanzania, improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers. We first focus our analyses on household total welfare, food availability and access to benchmark with previous studies. Second, we extend the analyses to food utilization and stability, trying to understand if and why we observe households who use good seeds and adequate fertilizer still suffer some forms of food insecurity. In doing so, we used a nationally representative dataset of 1543 households distributed all over the country, going beyond the usual approach of investigating local case studies, which are not sufficiently informative for the implementation of policies at national level.
In order to investigate the causal effect between technology adoption and food security, we rely on matching techniques. In particular, we use both propensity score matching and genetic matching to address the self-selection that normally characterizes a non-random treatment assignment in observational data, such as the decision to adopt agricultural technologies. An endogenous switching regression model was also estimated to control for the unobserved heterogeneity not addressed by the matching techniques. Overall, our results show that the adoption of new technologies has a clear positive and significant impact only on food availability while for access, utilization and stability we observe important heterogeneity between improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers as well as across the different pillars.
The remainder of the paper is organized in five sections as follows: Background of food insecurity in Tanzania and related policies, defining the hypothesis tested in the empirical analysis; Explanation of the econometric strategies employed; Description of data and variables; Results of the empirical estimates; Conclusions.
Background and hypotheses
Between 2005 and 2012, Tanzania benefited from a rapid Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth of about 7 % per year (World Development Indicators, World Bank 1 ). Growth triggered important improvements in education, health and infrastructure services. Agriculture contributes almost a third of Tanzania's GDP (29.3 %) and employs about 75 % of the active labour force. Major crops cultivated are cereals, and maize is the dominant staple food crop, produced mainly by smallholder farms cultivating traditionally and obtaining only low yields (in 2012 about 75 % lower than the global average, FAOSTAT 2 ). Despite the recent economic achievements, household poverty and nutrition rates have not substantially improved. GDP growth was counterbalanced by an increase in population of 27 % over the same period (World Food Program, 2012) , increasing the need for imports of wheat and rice. In 2012, almost 30 % of the population remained under the national poverty line, and the prevalence of wasting of children under 5 remained at around 5 % (World Development Indicators, World Bank). This low povertygrowth elasticity is primarily a result of the structure of agricultural growth, which favours larger-scale production of export crops rather than small-household-scale production of staple crops (Pauw and Thurlow 2010) . In previous years, food insecurity was further exacerbated by simultaneous crises. The global financial and economic crisis of 2008 provoked an increase in food prices and a severe drought in 2009 reduced domestic agricultural production, worsening food access. In 2012, the FAO prevalence of undernourishment index suggested that 35 % of the population had an insufficient daily food intake, well above the average of SSA countries (23.6 %) (FAOSTAT data for year 2012).
As a reaction, the Government of Tanzania (GoT) adopted different measures for lowering and stabilizing domestic food prices, favouring food access and addressing other food insecurity issues (Maetz et al. 2011) . In particular, the GoT adopted temporary producer and consumer measures such as export bans (especially of maize and other cereals); tax reduction on raw agricultural products; VAT exemption for farm inputs and services; release of food from the National Grain Reserve and governmental purchase of maize at a competitive price (TZS 350/kg). Producers have also been targeted with important medium-and long-term measures enhancing agricultural productivity. In 2009, the GoT launched the National Agriculture Input Voucher Scheme (NAIVS), enabling farmers to acquire fertilizers (diammonium phosphate (DAP), Minjingu Rock Phosphate (MRP) and urea) at a 50 % subsidy and improved maize seeds from local dealers, which were subsequently reimbursed by the National Microfinance Bank. Finally, the Ministry of Agriculture, Food Security and Cooperatives (MAFC) received most of the research funding: as a result, maize was the most heavily-researched commodity in 2008, and genetic improvement accounted for 17 % of total researchers' time.
The central object of the above mentioned mediumand long-term policies is the economic growth of the agricultural sector through development and diffusion of agricultural technologies. In Tanzania, monetary resourc es for long -te rm in vestments are h ighly constrained, but investments in agricultural innovation represent a strategic policy response to food insecurity. The question is then inevitably: are these policy and monetary investments effective tools for reducing food insecurity?
Much evidence suggests that the link between agricultural innovation and food security is positive. Technologies enhance agricultural productivity gains and lower costs of production per unit, with the effects of raising the incomes of producers and of shifting outward the supply curve, which (depending on the elasticity of demand) can lower food prices (Kassie et al. 2011) . Technologies also permit a reduction in the probability of crop failures and increase grain quality, safeguarding farm income for household food consumption and nutrition (Cavatassi et al. 2011) . In Tanzania the acceleration of agricultural growth, particularly in maize, greatly strengthens the growth-poverty relationship, enhancing households' caloric availability (Pauw and Thurlow 2010. Answering the question whether agricultural innovations improve food security is not an easy task. Despite the positive impact on household income and expenditure agricultural technologies potentially have, they may impact differently the four pillars of food security. In order to account for this heterogeneous impact, it is not possible to derive global laws on the use of agricultural technologies as tools against food insecurity, rather drawing hypotheses based on local socio-economic and agricultural conditions is recommended. Moreover, the four pillars of food security are strongly interlinked, but singly are not sufficient for the achievement of food security. Hence, we assess the (heterogeneous) impact of agricultural technologies on food security by testing four hypotheses based on the different pillars.
The first pillar is food availability, which is defined as the presence of food through all forms of domestic production, commercial imports and food aid (WFP 2012) . In general, food availability reflects the supply side (Barrett and Lentz 2009) , and is affected by all factors that have an impact on the domestic supply of food, food imports (e.g. land availability, trade and market infrastructure) and by domestic policies regarding food production. At micro-level, food availability is the extent to which food is within reach of households, through local production or local shops and markets (Pieters et al. 2013) .
Hypothesis 1: agricultural technologies increase food availability by boosting crop productivity, increasing the supply of food per unit of agricultural land (Feder et al. 1985) .
The second pillar is food access and it is defined as the household's ability to acquire adequate amounts of food through own production and stocks, purchases, barter, gifts, borrowing and food aid (WFP 2012) . At the household level, food access comprises both sufficient quantity and quality to ensure a safe and nutritious diet (FAO 2006) , hence it is to a large extent affected by food prices, household resources, education level and health status. Households with greater resources have greater access to food, either directly through food production or indirectly through income generation (Pieters et al. 2013) .
Hypothesis 2: agricultural technologies ease food access by increasing income, food expenditure and calories and micronutrients intake (Pieters et al. 2013; Kassie et al. 2011) .
The third pillar is food utilization and it refers to the ability of members of a household to make use of the food to which they have access (WFP, 2012) . It refers particularly to the dietary intake and to the individual's ability to absorb nutrients contained in the food. An increase in household income enhanced by the technology permits the purchase of diversified food items with different levels of nutrients. However, a diversified micronutrient intake does not guarantee adequate absorption (Pangaribowo et al. 2013 ). The latter is favored by other factors such as a healthy physical environment, including safe drinking water and appropriate food preparation as well as proper health care practices (Klennert 2009 ).
Hypothesis 3: agricultural technologies improve food utilization by increasing income that favours diversified food consumption and better health and sanitation conditions for nutrients absorption (Pauw and Thurlow 2010; Pieters et al. 2013) .
The fourth pillar is food stability and it takes into account the changes of the household food security condition over time. A household that is not currently food insecure can still be considered to be food insecure if it has periodic inadequate access to food, for example because of adverse weather conditions, political instability, or economic factors (e.g. unemployment; rise in food prices). The risk of a household being threatened and severely damaged in its food security status by a negative shock is determined by its vulnerability, which has immediate effects on food security. Households can ease the welfare impact and reduce their vulnerability to food insecurity by adopting different risk prevention, mitigation or coping strategies. Exactly which risk strategies are adopted will depend on the household's resources and on its ability to access saving, credit and insurance markets (Pieters et al. 2013) . Food stability also implies longer-term effects of negative shocks, depending on the household's resilience. Resilience is a term that describes the ability and the time needed for the household to reconstitute its food and nutrition status as it was before the shock. Households that are not able to recover from a shock can be pushed into a food insecurity trap, from which recovery is difficult or impossible.
Hypothesis 4: agricultural technologies promote food stability making the household less vulnerable to negative shocks, and improving the resilience capacity (Barrett 2010 and Cavatassi et al. 2011) ,
The above four hypotheses constitute the backbone in approaching the analysis of the effect of technology adoption on the four pillars of food security. The function of these hypotheses is not only to provide a structured framework in the following empirical analysis, but also to disentangle the diverse channels and mechanisms of action through which agricultural technologies may affect each pillar of food security singly.
Methodological approach
In order to investigate the causal effect between the adoption of agricultural technologies and the four pillars of food security, we rely on matching techniques. The decision of maize farmers to adopt agricultural technologies is likely to be driven by a series of characteristics, which are also correlated with food security indicators, such as household wealth and education. One possible solution to addressing the selection bias and isolating the treatment effect is to compare technology adopters and non-adopters who are similar according to a set of observable covariates (e.g. Mendola 2007; Kassie et al. 2011; Amare et al. 2012; Kassie et al. 2012) . Formally, we define with T a binary variable equal to 1 if the maize farmers invest in improved seeds or inorganic fertilizers and zero otherwise, while with Y(1) and Y(0) we indicate respectively the outcome of the adopters and non-adopters. As primary specification, we follow the standard approach to use propensity score matching (PSM) (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983) and focus on the Average Treatment Effect on the Treated (ATT). The ATT can be expressed as:
which is defined as the difference between the expected food security outcomes with or without technology adoption, for those who actually have access to new technologies. We can observe the outcome of adopters (E[Y(1) |T = 1]) while we cannot observe the outcome of those adopters had they not adopted (E[Y(0) |T = 1]). Matching techniques address the issue relying on counterfactual analysis by matching treatment and control units. The key is assuming that once we control for a vector of observable variables X, the decision to adopt improved seeds or inorganic fertilizers is random, i.e. the conditional independence assumption (CIA) .
Empirical literature provided different matching metrics to define the Bsimilarity^between treatment and control group. The two-step PSM procedure is preferred because it allows a reduction in the dimensionality of the conditioning problem by matching households with the same probability of adopting agricultural technologies, instead of controlling for each one of the covariates in vector X (Mendola 2007) . In the first step, a probability model is estimated to calculate each household's probability (P(X)) to adopt the technology, i.e. the propensity score. In the second step, the ATT is calculated according to:
where the outcomes of the treated maize farmers are compared to the outcomes of the nearest non-treated maize farmers. There are different ways to handle the search for the nearest individual to be matched and since we have a sufficiently large sample, we calculate the NN estimator with multiple matches. Considering that in our analysis we rely on a nationally representative sample, we also needed to control for the geographical location of the households in order to avoid bias in the comparison between units by sub-national heterogeneity. For this purpose, we impose on the matching algorithm a search -for each treated unit -the closest neighbours in the same region instead of in the whole national area.
In order to ensure the respect of the CIA, we test the balancing property following the standardized bias approach proposed by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1985) based on checking the differences in covariates between adopters and non-adopters before and after the procedure. Additionally, we re-estimated the propensity score on the matched sample to verify if the pseudo-R 2 after the matching is fairly low and we performed a likelihood ratio test on the joint significance of all regressors, as suggested by Sianesi (2004) . We also verified the sensitivity of our estimates to a hidden bias, testing the presence of unobserved covariates that simultaneously affect the technology adoption and the food security outcomes. In particular, we checked our estimates using the Rosenbaum bounds test (Rosenbaum 2002) which measures the amount of unobserved heterogeneity we have to introduce in our model to challenge its results. As sensitivity analysis, we also estimated the ATT using the Kernel estimator and the Genetic Matching method (GM). The kernel estimator -instead of looking for direct matching between treatment and control unitscreates weighted averages of all control units to construct the counterfactual outcomes. The GM exploits a search algorithm for iteratively determining the weight to be assigned to each observable covariate in the vector X and maximizing the balance between treatment and control groups (Diamond and Sekhon 2013) .
In the absence of an experimental design, there are several advantages in using matching methods to analyze the impact of technology adoption. Firstly, they are non-experimental approaches which allow the use of cross-sectional data to derive the counterfactual for adopters and correct for the selection bias relying only on observable differences. Secondly, with respect to standard regression methods, PSM ensures that the treatment effect is estimated using adopters and non-adopters who respect the common support, omitting those treated units without potential matches (Caliendo and Kopeinig 2008) . Thirdly, PSM is a non-parametric technique, which does not require functional form assumptions for the outcome equation, such as in the cases of OLS, Instrumental Variable (IV) and Heckman procedures (Bryson et al. 2002) . Imposing any restrictionsuch as linearity and normal distribution for the error term -on the relationship between some pillars and their determinants would be a strong assumption if not supported by theory (Mendola 2007) . This is particularly relevant for this paper if we consider that the concept of food security still lacks a robust theoretical model framework exactly because of its multidimensionality (Pangaribowo et al. 2013) . Finally, matching does not impose any exclusion restrictions for identifying the selection process as in the case of IV and Heckman procedure. Finding such a good instrument -especially in cross-sectional datasets -is always complicated and its suitability is not fully testable (Jalan and Ravallion 2003) .
On the other hand, the main limitation of matching methods is that they cannot control for unobservable drivers, which may influence both the technology adoption and the food security outcomes (Smith and Todd 2005) . We decided to address this issue, providing an additional robustness test estimating an Endogenous Switching Regression model (ESR). ESR suffers the same shortcomings of the IV and Heckman procedures but it is widely applied as a complement to the matching techniques because of its robustness in controlling for the presence of unobserved heterogeneity. The model is a two step-procedure where, in the first stage, technology adoption is estimated using a probit model while, in the second stage, the impact of the treatment on the outcome is estimated through ordinary least squares with a selectivity correction. The ATT is calculated by comparing the predicted values of the outcomes of adopters and non-adopters in observed and counterfactual scenarios .
3 In order to identify the model, we follow other examples in the literature (e.g. Asfaw et al. 2012a; Asfaw et al. 2012b; Shiferaw et al. 2014; Khonje et al. 2015 ) using a proxy of remoteness -distance from the input market -and access to extension services as selection instruments in the first stage. To verify the goodness of these exclusion restrictions, we perform a series of simple falsification tests proposed by Di Falco et al. (2011) to check if the instruments are jointly significant in the estimation of the technology adoption but not in the regressions on the food security outcomes for non-adopters. Results show that these variables can be considered suitable instruments.
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Data and variables description
We used data from the household and agriculture questionnaires of the 2010/2011 Tanzania National Panel 3 See Appendix A for details of the empirical strategy to estimate the ERS model and the average treatment effect on the treated. 4 Specifically, in the selection equation χ 2 = 9.61 (p-value =0.008) and χ 2 =78.01 (p-value =0.000) for improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers, respectively. For the total expenditure, for example, F = 0.54 (p-value = 0.59) for improved seed and F = 2.20 (p-value = 0.23) for inorganic fertilizers. Similar results were obtained for the other outcome variables with the exception of maize yield, which is influenced by extension services. In this case we substituted it with the asset proxy. and the sample consisted of 3924 households. This was based on a multi-stage, stratified, random sample of Tanzanian households, which was representative at the national, urban/rural, and agro-ecological level. In our analysis, we used a sub-sample of 1543 households, which contained households cultivating maize during the long rainy season (Masika) all over the country, with the exclusion of Zanzibar.
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Treatment variables The first treatment variable is based on the question BWhat type of seed did you purchase?
8 B referring to each maize plot, and we derived a binary variable equal to 1 if at least one maize plot was sown with improved varieties and 0 if all the plots were sown with traditional varieties. The second treatment variable is built on the question BDid you use any inorganic fertilizer on [your plot] in the long rainy season 2010?^and it is equal to 1 if inorganic fertilizers were used at least on one plot and 0 otherwise. In our sample, the rate of adoption for inorganic fertilizers (21.64 %) was higher than for improved seeds (13.69 %), while the number of households using both technologies at the same time was very low (4.97 %).
Explanatory variables The choice of the explanatory variables is driven by both theoretical and empirical reasons. From the theoretical point of view, we followed the existing literature on technology adoption in developing countries, which recognizes that human capital, farm size, transportation infrastructure, risk aversion, inputs supply, and access to credit and information are the major factors influencing the innovation process (Feder et al.1985) . From an empirical perspective, the matching procedure imposes the selection of covariates, which influence the adoption decision but also the outcome variables (i.e. food security indicators) and guarantee the respect of the CIA. Moreover, the covariates must not be affected by the technology adoption or the anticipation of it (Caliendo and Kopeinig 2008) . For this purpose the best solution is to use variables that are fixed over time or measured before treatment. Considering that our dataset is a single cross-section and we cannot use pre-treatment variables, we are forced to use only those covariates which are not affected by time or are clearly exogenous to the treatment. Taking these limitations into consideration, we chose a set of variables which can be clustered in three main groups, namely household characteristics, structural and technical factors.
For the household characteristics, we follow the standard approach in the literature using: i) the household size and its square; ii) the age of the household head and its square; iii) a series of dummies for the education level of the household head (primary, secondary or above secondary) and iv) a binary variable for the gender of the household head, equal to 1 if it is male and 0 otherwise. Considering the important effect of wealth on the decision to invest or not in new technologies, we also introduce into our model a measure of household well-being based on asset ownership. Following the standard approach proposed by Filmer and Pritchett (2001) , we constructed an index of the household assets relying on Principal Components Analysis (PCA). The method consists of aggregating various ownership indicators into one proxy for wealth using the scoring factors of the first principal component as weights to be assigned to the different assets. In particular, we included in the index information on the ownership of housing durables (radio, telephone, refrigerator, sewing-machine, TV, stove, water-heater, motorized transport); housing quality (type of wall materials and type of 5 Some may question the choice of using only the 2010/2011 survey without exploiting the dynamic dimension of the TZNPS. However, the previous available survey refers to 2008/2009 and the elapsed time between the two interviews could range between 13 and 36 month while the average is 24.05 months. As a consequence, between the two surveys the households went through two/three harvests from the short rainy seasons and other two/three harvests from the long rainy seasons. Such a large number of cycles make it very difficult to justify any connection between seeds or fertilizers adoption with food security outcomes and this is why we prefer limiting the analysis to the direct impacts of technologies after the harvest where they have been employed. 6 The field work was conducted by the Tanzania National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) using four questionnaires on household, agriculture, fishery and community, and geospatial variables obtained by using the georeferenced plot and household locations in conjunction with various geospatial databases available to the survey team. The questionnaires and survey were designed in collaboration with line ministries, government agencies and donor partners (main donors were the European Commission and the World Bank). 7 We could not use data from the short rainy season (Vuli) for two reasons. First, the short rainy season occurs only in some Northern and Eastern enumeration areas. Second, depending on the month when the individuals have been interviewed, data can be referred to the year 2009 instead of the period 2010/2011. 8 The survey distinguished between traditional and improved seeds, where improved stands for hybrids. toilet) and ownership of agricultural assets (types of carts, hoes, livestock and poultry and land).
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Among the structural factors, we used several variables. Two concern the household distance from key infrastructures: i) the distance in km to the nearest major road as a proxy for the transaction costs constraining economic and infrastructural development; ii) the distance in km to the nearest market, affecting the transaction costs in marketing agricultural inputs and the access to information (Asfaw et al. 2012a ). The other two control for the agro-ecological conditions of the location of the farm. The first is a binary variable (warm) equal to 1 if the household is located in a tropic-warm area and equal to 0 if located in a tropic-cool area, where warm areas are characterized by daily mean temperatures during the growing period greater than 20°C. The second is the average 12-month total rainfall (mm) over the period 2001-2011. We also used two variables accounting for different types of soils: the soil's elevation expressed in meters and a variable on soil quality. The latter is a geospatial variable based on information provided by the Harmonized World Soil Database on soil texture, structure, organic matter, pH and total exchangeable bases. In particular, we used a dummy variable equal to 1 if the household did not have any constraints in nutrient availability and 0 otherwise. In order to account for the potential risks in Tanzanian agriculture, we also included a variable capturing whether the household had experienced a drought or flood in the past 5 years. Regarding demographic variables, the structural factors can be considered exogenous to the treatment because either they are fixed over time, beyond the household's control, or happened before the decision to adopt new technologies.
For the third group, we selected four technical variables. First, we used the logarithm of the household surface cultivated with maize and its non-linear squared form. Empirical evidence shows the positive relationship between technology adoption and farm size, given that smaller farms may be affected by higher fixed costs that discourage the adoption of new technologies (Feder et al. 1985) . The exogeneity is ensured by the fact that each household owns a very limited amount of land, mainly cultivated for subsistence purposes, and they are cash and credit constrained, hence there are very limited possibilities for them to allocate more land to maize cultivation, despite being encouraged by the higher productivity. Second, the main channel for getting information and awareness about new technologies, but also for building human capital, is the contact with extension agents from governmental or non-governmental organizations. These contacts are supposed to raise the awareness of farmers to the advantages of the technologies and favour their adoption (Asfaw et al. 2012a ). We used a binary variable equal to 1 if the household received advice for agricultural activities from any private or public sources in the past 12 months, and 0 otherwise. The contact with agents informing them on innovation clearly occurs before adoption, avoiding any reverse causality problem. Finally, credit availability is considered in the literature as a precondition for adoption of agricultural innovation (therefore the exogeneity is obvious) and lack of credit can significantly limit the adoption also in the case of low fixed costs (Feder et al. 1985) . We include a binary variable on credit access, equal to 1 if anyone in the household borrowed money through formal or informal channels, and 0 otherwise.
Outcome variables In order to benchmark the analyses with previous studies we first focused on household welfare, food availability and access.
The first outcome variable that we used is the real total consumption expenditure per adult-equivalent, which is a proxy for household income and is provided directly by the 2010/2011 TZNPS. This indicator is used by many authors as a proxy for food security (e.g. Amare et al. 2012; Asfaw et al. 2012a and b; Kathage et al. 2012; Awotide et al. 2013 ), on the basis that at lower income the total consumption is limited and so is the expenditure dedicated to food and beverages. We made use of this indicator mainly for comparison purposes with other authors and other indicators, but we recognize that it captures food insecurity status only indirectly, and, as explained in Section 2, a complete analysis of food security must focus on its four key pillars: availability, access, utilization and stability.
Indicators of food availability are frequently calculated at aggregated (national or regional) levels, while they are rarely used at household level because of the need for micro-data. Moreover, at household level it is difficult to distinguish food availability from food access, especially in rural regions where local markets are malfunctioning and households generally depend on own food production as a means to have access to food. In this case, (local) food availability and food access strongly overlap (Pieters et al. 2013 ). However, given that availability is a measure of the amount of food physically available for households, it is most likely related to local availability through the household capacity of producing food. Indeed, many indicators of availability at micro-level are related to the agricultural sector and its productivity, such as cereal yields or food production indexes (Pangaribowo et al. 2013) . For these reasons, we use the average maize yield at household level, calculated as the mean of the ratio between kilograms of maize produced and acres of planted area over the different plots.
10 Table 6 in the Appendix reports the scoring factors used to build the index and the average ownership for the asset variables across different quintiles of the total consumption expenditure. The last row shows a positive correlation between the asset index and the quintiles of total expenditure. As shown by Filmer and Pritchett (2001) , this can be interpreted as a good sign of reliability and internal coherence of the wealth proxy.
For the second pillar, we measure food access using two well-known indicators: i) the consumption expenditure on food and beverages per adult-equivalent, directly provided by 2010/2011 TZNPS 11 and ii) the average daily calorie intake per adult-equivalent, calculated following the IFPRI methodology proposed by Smith and Subandoro (2007) and using the Tanzania Food Composition Tables (Lukmanji et al. 2008) and the 2010/2011 TZNPS report of the Tanzania National Bureau of Statistics (NBS, 2012) .
Better seeds and fertilizers are prerequisites for improved productivity, but these are not sufficient to guarantee household food security, because households with sufficient food availability and access can still be unable to adequately absorb nutrients due to unhealthy practices, or can have unstable welfare conditions. For these reasons, our analyses introduce another set of outcome variables ensuring the coverage of the other two pillars of food security, i.e. utilization and stability.
The third pillar is food utilization and we used three indicators, one to measure the quality of the nutrient intake and other two for capturing the existence of a healthy and hygienic environment to support its adequate absorption. In the first case, we used the diet diversity indicator calculated as the number of food groups consumed by the household in the last seven days previous to the interview. There are seven food groups (cereals, roots and tubers; pulses and legumes; dairy products; oils and fats; meat, fish, eggs; fruit; and vegetables) and we assume that a higher level of diversity suggests a high diet quality. 12 In the second case we used: i) the total expenditure of the household in the last 4 weeks for medical care not related to an illness, including preventive health care, checkups and non-prescription medicines; and ii) a dummy equal to 1 if the household used an improved source of water for drinking and food preparation in the last rainy season, i.e. piped water inside the dwelling or private/public standpipe/tap.
Finally, the fourth pillar is food stability and it is a function of two components (Pieters et al. 2013) : the risk that the food and nutrition status of the household is undermined by negative shocks (vulnerability) and the ability and the time needed to restore or surpass the pre-shock status (resilience). Vulnerability can be considered as a forward-looking assessment of welfare, hence food insecure and vulnerable households are not necessarily the same. In this framework, vulnerability analysis helps to better understand if the benefits associated with the technology can last over time, supporting household welfare stability and food security. We evaluated the relationship between technology adoption and household vulnerability using the BVulnerability to Expected Poverty( VEP) approach, as originally proposed by Pritchett et al. (2000) and Chaudhuri et al. (2002) , which measures the probability that a household will fall into poverty in the near future conditional to its characteristics, i.e.:
where V it lies between zero and one, C i,t+1 indicates the expected real total consumption expenditure per adultequivalent of household i at time t + 1, Z is a poverty threshold and X the vector of the household characteristics. The VEP is the most commonly applied measure because it is easily interpretable and it permits an assessment of vulnerability using single rounds of cross-sectional data, which is particularly convenient in our case. 13 The choice of the real total consumption expenditure per adult-equivalent as welfare indicator C i,t+ 1 of the VEP measure is motivated by the fact that this methodology has been developed only for monetary proxies, which prevent us from using it with most of the other outcome variables. Moreover, the real total consumption is the indicator used by the NBS to calculate the poverty threshold Z applicable to 2010/2011 TZNPS (NBS, 2012), which is equal to TZS 23,933 per 28 days.
14 As an indicator of household resilience, we used the presence in the household of a storage facility, derived from the following question from the agricultural questionnaire: BDo you have any of the harvest from the long rainy season 2010 in storage now?^. Moreover, we considered only those households which indicated that the main purpose of storage was Bfood for household^. This provided us with direct information about coping with future food shortages.
In Table 1 we report the correlation matrix for the different outcomes of food security investigated in the empirical analysis. As expected from the section dealing with background and hypotheses, the correlation between the general proxy of welfare (total consumption expenditure) and the different food security pillars changes significantly according to the pillar we focus on. In fact, it goes from the 93.4 % of consumption expenditure for food and beverages to 8 % for yields. Broadly speaking, Table 1 suggests that wealthier households 11 The food expenditure includes all possible sources of consumption (i.e. purchases, own-production, gifts or barter) and it considers only what it was actually consumed by the household in the last seven days prior to the interview. Measure of prices to value own-production or food received as a gift or barter were obtained by calculating unit values from the information on the amount spent on purchases and on the quantity purchased for all food items (NBS 2012). 12 As reported by Headey and Ecker (2013) , there is an extensive literature showing a strong correlation between dietary diversity indicators and macro/μ-nutrient deficiency in developing countries, especially for anthropometric measures such as wasting and stunting. The authors conclude their work stating that dietary diversity indicators are the best performing class indicators for measuring food security because they correlate with economic status and malnutrition, are sensitive to shocks and seasonality, and easy to measure. 13 A comprehensive review of the different vulnerability to poverty measures and the relative empirical strategies is provided in Hoddinott and Quisumbing (2003) and Ligon and Schechter (2004) . 14 See Appendix A2 for details about the measure and the empirical implementation of the vulnerability estimation. also perform better in terms of food access and utilisation while a high level of consumption expenditure is not necessarily associated with higher level of food availability or stability. This supports the idea that food security is a complex phenomenon which cannot be investigated using onedimensional indicators but needs a comprehensive analysis looking at each one of its aspects.
Results
Propensity score estimation and balancing property assessment Table 2 reports the results of the logit regression for two technologies used to calculate the propensity score. Columns 1 and 3 report, respectively, the coefficients for improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers, while columns 2 and 4 report the associated standard errors. The majority of the explanatory variables associated with the treatment are statistically significant for both specifications even if in some cases the sign and significance differ. The probability of adopting technologies increases with household head's education, maize planted area, participation in extension services and with level of assets ownership. On the contrary, the probability reduces with an increase in the distance from the main road and with the occurrence of an environmental shock such as drought or flood. Opposite and significant signs between the two technologies -negative for improved seeds and positive for inorganic fertilizers -are observed for most of the structural factors, such as distance to input market, type of agro-ecological area, elevation and rainfall. One explanation for this difference might be that the two technologies are almost substitutable for each other (only 4 % adopted both inorganic fertilizers and improved seeds at the same time) with the consequence that the agro-environmental conditions might determine which one is the better choice.
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Estimation of the propensity score was used to match treated and untreated households. Before looking at the impact of the adoption of the two technologies on household food security, the quality of the matching procedure was assessed using the benchmark estimation (ATT-NN(3)). As a first step, we checked that the results of the logit estimates guaranteed a sufficient overlap in the distributions of the propensity score between adopters and non-adopters. Therefore, an almost perfect overlap between distributions is guaranteed in both cases. The visual comparison before and after the matching procedure provided by Fig. 1 also confirms that estimating the propensity score allows us to make adopters and non-adopters more similar. Indeed, it is quite clear how the differences in the distribution of the propensity before matching (left-hand figures) disappears once matching is operated (right-hand figures).
Furthermore, we verify if the covariates used in the analysis are balanced and the differences between adopters and nonadopters have been eliminated. Table 7 in the appendix provides a detailed summary of the variable distributions before and after the matching procedure. For improved seeds, 14 out of 20 variables of the unmatched sample report Figures report the Pearson's correlation coefficients between the food security outcomes described in section 4
Source: authors' calculation from the Tanzania National Panel Survey, 2010-2011 15 A more in depth analysis on the structural and environmental conditions that favour adoption in specific agro-ecological areas would be extremely helpful for designing better-targeted input subsidy programmes in large countries such as Tanzania. Shedding light on this issue goes beyond the scope of the present paper but it is a potentially interesting topic for future research on the determinants of technology adoption. a statistically significant difference in means (t-test) between adopters and non-adopters as well as standardized biases greater than 20 %. After matching according to the first stage estimates, there are no variables showing a significant difference and the standardized bias is always below the 20 % threshold. As reported in Table 3 , the mean absolute bias decreases from 36.2 % to 5.88 % with an absolute bias reduction of 83.7 %. Also for the inorganic fertilizers, Table 7 shows that all the significant differences of the covariates in the unmatched sample are eliminated after the matching procedure, except for the planted area. Table 3 shows a mean absolute bias decreasing from 31.7 % to 7.70 % with an absolute bias reduction equal to 75.7 % suggesting an acceptable balance also for the inorganic fertilizers. Finally, the pseudo-R2 test and the likelihood ratio test on the joint significance of the covariates confirm that after matching there are not systematic differences between adopters and non-adopters. In fact, for improved seeds the pseudo R2 goes from 0.175 to 0.020 while the after matching likelihood ratio test does not reject the null hypothesis that all the coefficients are equal to zero. For inorganic fertilizers, the pseudo R2 goes from 0.22 to 0.025 while the p-value of the likelihood ratio test does not reject the null hypothesis, i.e. all the coefficients are equal to zero. Table 4 provides the estimated effects of the technology adoption on the food security's pillars using different matching methods. In particular, we focus on i) the nearest neighbour with three matches and a caliper of 0.25 (ATT-NN (3)), which will be used as benchmark estimation; ii) the genetic matching with three neighbours (ATT-GM (3)) and the iii) kernel-based matching (ATT-Kernel). For the case of total expenditure, food expenditure, caloric intake and the health expenditure for prevention we used the logarithm of the outcome variable in order to facilitate the interpretation in terms of percentage difference. Overall, the results suggest that there is a positive and -in most cases -significant impact on food security, even with substantial differences between technologies and pillars.
Estimation of the treatment effect with matching techniques
For the real total consumption expenditure, both improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers show that adopters have a higher level of welfare compared to nonadopters. The estimated ATT-NN(3) suggests that total expenditure is (on average) 8.5 % higher for the households which used improved seeds while for inorganic fertilizers the impact was very similar (8.6 %). The positive and significant relationship is also confirmed by the other estimators where the actual ATT is even higher than in the baseline case. Therefore, while the results of the ATT-NN(3) are slightly lower with respect to previous analyses on the impact of maize technology adoption on total household consumption, the other estimators are in line with an expected positive impact ranging between 10 % and 20 % (e.g. Kassie et al. 2011 and Amare et al. 2012) .
As expected, the technology adoption also has a positive and significant effect on food availability, measured by maize yields. The impact of improved seeds on yield ranges from 225 to 324 Kg per acre while for inorganic fertilizers it is -as expected -lower, ranging from 162 to 196 Kg per acre. The larger impact of improved seeds on maize yields suggests that the policies undertaken in the past by the Government of Fig. 1 Density of the propensity scores before and after matching. Notes: Distributions of the propensity scores, estimated using the logit regression, reported in Table 2 . For each technology, the left column shows the distributions of adopters and non-adopters for the unmatched sample while the right column shows the distributions for the matched sample. Source: authors' calculation from the Tanzania National Panel Survey, 2010-2011 Mean absolute bias represents the average absolute value of the standardized bias of the covariates used in the logit estimation while the absolute bias reduction is its percentage variation after the matching procedure using the PSM. The Pseudo R2 indicates the goodness of fit of the logit regression before (over the full sample) and after (only on the matched sample) the matching procedure. Finally, p-values reports the joint significance of the covariates in the logit regression before and after matching Source: authors' calculation from the Tanzania National Panel Survey, 2010 Survey, -2011 Tanzania at national level for the diffusion of maize hybrids, such as the seed market liberalization, go in the right direction with respect to the goal of increasing productivity and letting the maize sector in the country exploit its full potential. The result supports Hypothesis 1, which states that agricultural technologies enhance maize productivity increasing the supply of maize per unit of land.
Also the second pillar -food access -is positively impacted by the technologies as expected, even though more caution is needed in the interpretation. The effect of improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers on food expenditure is significantly positive and in the range of 6.5-15.6 % and 6.7-17.8 %, respectively. If we take these results in conjunction with the previous ones on ATT-GM(3) = three nearest neighbour optimal matching using a genetic search iterative algorithm, common support ATT-Kernel = kernel based matching with bandwidth 0.06, common support. Bootstrapped standard errors using 1000 replications of the sample
The Hidden Bias (Γ) reports the critical value of gamma at which conclusion would have to be questioned, calculated using Rosenbaum bounds sensitivity analysis Source: authors' calculation from the Tanzania National Panel Survey, 2010-2011 * Significant at 10 %; ** Significant at 5 %; *** Significant at 1 %. Robust standard errors are reported welfare, we observe that technology adoption always has a higher percentage impact on total expenditure, with the non-trivial consequence that the share dedicated to food is not increased, making the households more exposed. For calorie intake we still observe a positive and significant impact for inorganic fertilizers (between 7.2 and 9.9 %) while the effect is positive but not significant for improved seeds. This lack of causality is quite robust and confirmed by all the estimators. Indeed, once we abandon the standard monetary measures as outcome variables (e.g. total and food expenditure), the relationship between technology and food security starts to weaken. In this particular case, the result can be explained by the fact that improved seeds could favour the substitution between food groups, away from low-cost per calorie staples toward high-cost per calorie items such as dairy products, edible oils, processed foods and beverages. As a consequence, the impact for adopters would be more visible on food expenditure while quite marginal on the caloric intake (Subramanian and Deaton 1996) . Therefore, Table 4 seems to support Hypothesis 2 for inorganic fertilizer while it is verified only partially for improved seed.
We move now to the results on food utilization and stability to provide a more comprehensive food security analysis. In the third pillar -food utilization -we observe that for diet diversity (i.e. the number of food groups consumed), the difference between the adopters and non-adopters of improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers is always positive and significant, and similar between the two technologies (i.e. 0.13-0.22 and 0.16-0.25 respectively). This indicates that adoption guarantees a more diversified micronutrient intake as foreseen in Hypothesis 3. Table 4 also indicates that improved seeds adopters show an increased nutrient absorption capacity thanks to better health care -between 46 and 93 % -and sanitation practices -in the range of 10.7-12 %. On the contrary, inorganic fertilizers do not have a significant effect on health practices while the probability of having access to piped water for cooking and drinking is higher and significant only with the GM and Kernel estimator but not in the NN case. Therefore, results fully support Hypothesis 3 for improved seeds while only partially for inorganic fertilizers. These results are quite meaningful because they indicate thatfor improved seeds -the technology does not enhance just an increase in the consumed food but also an improvement in its quality and of the surrounding environment, which supports the household absorption capacity. Moreover, the results are also coherent with the previous pillar, confirming that technology adoption favours the substitution effect among food groups and contributes in reshaping consumption towards a new pattern which is not necessarily of higher caloric intake but more diversified.
Finally, for the fourth pillar, Table 4 indicates that in terms of vulnerability, adopting improved seeds reduces the probability of being poor in a range of 2.1-3.3 %, suggesting that the benefits coming from this technology can last over time and go beyond the short-run advantages linked to a single harvest cycle. On the contrary, the benefit deriving from the utilization of inorganic fertilizer does not impact on the vulnerability to poverty although it must be noted that the ATT-GM contradicts the results of the benchmark specification, recognizing a negative and significant impact. Considering that the welfare measure used for the VEP calculation is the real total consumption expenditure, we can try to link this result with the first one in Table 4 . Even if the metrics do not allow us to directly compare the two outcomes, the benefits of technology adoption seem to be stronger in the shortthan in the long-run for both improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers. Finally, for what concerns the other component of food stability, i.e. resilience, the results show that adopters of inorganic fertilizer are more likely to engage in a storage facility for food consumption purposes in the range of 12.9-14.8 %. The causal effect for improved seeds is much smaller (3-4 %) and never statistically significant. This can be explained by the fact that hybrid maize seeds cannot be recycled from one year to the other, because the yield performance is lost after the first generation, and new hybrid seeds must be purchased every year. Therefore, Hypothesis 4 is only partially supported by the results in both cases.
In Table 4 we also report the critical level of the hidden bias (Γ), which indicates the amount of unobserved heterogeneity we have to introduce in our model to question the validity of its results. For improved seeds, the Rosenbaum sensitivity tests range between the lowest value of 1.25 for diet diversity to the highest value of 1.65 for yields. For the inorganic fertilizers, the range of the hidden bias goes from 1.20 for food expenditure to 2.15 for yield. 16 Even if a specific Γ thresholdbelow which results should be questioned -does not exist, the tests reported in Table 4 are not enough to exclude the presence of unobserved heterogeneity because they are still too close to one. 17 In this respect, the usual approach to check the robustness of the effects obtained using the PSM to the unobserved heterogeneity with cross-sectional dataset is estimating an endogenous switching regression model (ESR).
Estimation of the treatment effect with the endogenous switching regression Table 5 reports the results of the ESR model. The outcome variables are modelled using the set of covariates already used in the logit estimates with the exception of the two selected instruments, i.e. distance to the input market and extension services.
18 For the continuous variables we imposed linearity to estimate the relationship between the outcomes and the covariates while for the binary outcomes such as the use of piped water and storage for consumption purposes we applied the endogenous switching probit variant of the model as presented by Lokshin and Newson (2011) . The ATTs in Table 5 are interpretable as the mean differences between the predicted outcome variables when adopters actually invest in technology and if they decided not to invest. Results largely confirm the positive relationship between technology adoption and food security, with treatment effects substantially in line with those reported in Table 4 . For improved seeds, the results confirm the positive and significant impact on total consumption expenditure (15 %); on yields for food availability (246 Kg per acre); on food expenditure (10 %) for food access; on diet diversity (0.33), heath care expenses (91 %) and the use of piped water (30 %) for food utilization; and on vulnerability (13 %) and resilience (6 %) for food stability. On the contrary, for caloric intake we find even a negative and significant impact, reinforcing the results observed in Table 4 . For inorganic fertilizer, adopters have a total consumption expenditure 21 % higher than if they had not been adopting, while the other benefits were an increase of 172 Kg per acre in yields; an increase of 23 % in food expenditure and 30 % in caloric intake; an increase of 0.53 in the diet diversity indicator; and a reduction of 11 % in the vulnerability and an increase of 10 % in resilience. Surprisingly, in this case the results on the capacity of nutrient absorption are opposite to those obtained with the PSM, especially for health care, which seems to increase by 120 % with adoption.
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18 For space limitation, results of the ESR regressions are not commented on in the paper but are available on request. 19 The difference in the sign and magnitude of the results with respect to the matching methods should not be surprising considering that 1) we are using a parametric technique which implies specific distributional assumption for the errors terms and 2) the mean differences calculated with ESR regressions are obtained working with the full sample and not only on the matched units. 
Conclusions
The paper empirically analyses the impact of maize technologies on food security in Tanzania, disentangling the effect on the four pillars: availability, access, utilization and stability. We used matching techniques for addressing the selfselection issue that affects the non-random treatment assignment in observational data on a nationally representative dataset collected over the period 2010/2011. We also complemented our analysis presenting the treatment effects estimated with an endogenous switching regression model to control for unobserved heterogeneity.
Overall, results confirm the hypotheses drawn on each pillar of food security. The impact of the two technologiesimproved seeds and inorganic fertilizers -on farmers cultivating maize is positive and significant. Nevertheless, substantial differences between technologies and pillars are observed.
Both technologies enhanced food availability by increasing maize productivity, which in turn allowed for greater maize production available for local household consumption. For the other three pillars, the two technologies had a positive but heterogeneous effect. About food access, improved seeds and inorganic fertilizers have a clear positive effect on food expenditure while the impact on caloric intake is positive and significant only for inorganic fertilizers. A possible explanation for this is that there is a substitution effect -caused by an increase in income -between food groups, away from cheap staples and toward high-cost per calorie items. With regard to food utilization, the higher income availability permits also the consumption of more diversified food for farmers adopting the two technologies. This is particularly important if we consider that the diet diversity indicator shows a positive correlation with other important nutrition outcomes which are not considered in this exercise, such as anthropometric measures (Headey and Ecker 2013) . Moreover, improved seeds adopters show also a positive impact on the health and sanitation practices, which means better conditions for nutrient absorption. On the contrary, adoption of inorganic fertilizers do not have a significant effect on health practices while the positive effects on the probability of having access to safe and clean water for cooking and drinking is not confirmed by all the estimators. Finally, adopters of improved maize seeds show lower vulnerability to poverty, suggesting that benefits of adoption can last over time and are not confined to a single harvest cycle. On the other hand, inorganic fertilizers have a stronger effect on household resilience, accelerating replenishment of food stocks.
The diversified effect of these two technologies (greater health care expenditure for improved seeds but greater caloric intake and resilience for fertilizers) suggests that they are complementary in supporting food security rather than substitutes, and that a technology package composed of the two can more efficiently cover all the food security pillars. This is in line with the main argument raised by the paper, based on the idea that the relationship between agricultural technologies and food security is a complex phenomenon, which requires deeper and more thorough investigation.
In terms of policy recommendations, the results indicate that the medium-and long-term policies for increasing agricultural productivity go in the right direction for supporting household food security. However, the results also suggest that increasing farm income is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for eliminating hunger and standard pro-growth policies are not necessarily decreasing food insecurity. Indeed, they should be coupled with more targeted intervention for nutrition.
Appendix
A1 -The Endogenous Switching Regression model
The endogenous switching regression model is defined by a selection Eq. (A.1) which establishes the regime of the household and two equations describing the food security outcome for adopters (A.2a) and non adopters (A.2b):
where T * i is the unobservable latent variable defining the technology adoption regime, T i its observable counterpart and X i the vector of covariates determining adoption. Y i refers to the food security outcome in regime 1 (adopters) and 0 (non adopters), while the set of covariates C are their determinants. The error terms u i , e 1i and e 0i are assumed to have a trivariate normal distribution with zero mean and a covariance matrix: Since σ e1u . and σ e0u are different from zero, the expected values of the error terms of the food security outcomes are non-zero and equal to:
Where ϕ(⋅) and Φ(⋅) indicate, respectively, the standard normal density and standard normal cumulative functions. If the estimated covariances (σê 1u and σê 0u ) turn out to be statistically significant, then the decision to adopt improved seed and inorganic fertilizers is correlated with the food security outcome, that is there is evidence of endogenous switching and the presence of sample selection bias (Maddala and Nelson, 1975; Di Falco et al. 2011) .
The model is usually estimated using full information maximum likelihood (FIML) because it allows estimation simultaneously of the probit regression for technology adoption and the regression equations of the food security outcomes. Following Heckman et al. (2001) , the results of the FILM estimation can be used to calculate the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) by comparing the expected food security outcomes for adopters with their counterfactual scenario. In this case:
A2 -The VEP estimation procedure The calculation of the VEP index is based on the 3-steps Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) econometric procedure suggested by Amemiya (1977) to correct for heteroskedasticity. The starting point is the estimation through Ordinary Least Square (OLS) of a standard reduced-form of the consumption function based on the following simple linear econometric specification:
where c it is the log of the real total consumption expenditure per adult-equivalent of household i at time t; X it is the vector of exogenous variables which controls for the household's characteristics and ε it is an error term. In order to have robust estimates, the second step of the VEP method is calculating the residuals from the Eq. A.7 and running the following:
The predictions of Eq. (A.8) are thus used to weight the previous equation, obtaining the following transformed version:
As reported by Chaudhuri et al. (2002) , the OLS estimation of (A.9) gives us back an asymptotically efficient FGLS estimate, θF GLS , and thus X it θF GLS is a consistent estimate of σ 2 it , the variance of the idiosyncratic component of household consumption. Then, we use the square root of the estimated variance, i.e. σF GLS;it , for transforming Eq. A.7 and obtaining asymptotically efficient estimates of β:
Once we have these estimates, it is possible to compute both the expected log consumption and its variance for each household of our sample as follows: E c it j X it ½ ¼X itβFGLS ðA:11Þ c var c it j X it ½ ¼X it θ FGLS ðA:12Þ
Under the assumption that consumption is lognormally distributed and then log-consumption is normally distributed, we can calculate the probability that household i will be poor in the future, given its characteristics X at time t as follow: Each variable takes the value of 1 if the household owns the asset and 0 otherwise. Scoring factor represent the weight given to each variable in linear combination that constitute the first principal component. The percentage of covariance explained by the first principal component is 18.5 % and its first eigenvalue is 3.33. Quintiles are calculated using the total consumption expenditure Source: authors' calculation from the Tanzania National Panel Survey, 2010 Survey, -2011 Technology adoption and the multiple dimensions of food security 
